Rustic And Rough-Hewn Alphabets: 100 Complete Fonts (Dover Pictorial Archives)
Treasury of eye-catching typefaces with casual or country air. Annie Oakley, Hedge Row, Stuntman, Ticonderoga Bold, numerous others. All include complete uppercase alphabet, many with lowercase fonts, numerals and punctuation marks as well. Ideal for graphic projects requiring interesting or unusual lettering.
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Customer Reviews

I was in a bookstore in Toronto and stumbled across the different Dover font books and was instantly in love with all of them. Wisely, my significant other gave me a limit of ONE book to buy.

"Fine," I said as I began poking through the books. It didn’t take me long to realize which one of the books was superior. With stunning creativity and originality, this collection caught my eye and had me digging in my wallet. If only I would have known about .com then, I might have saved me a loon or two.

This stencil book is great. Has a lot of creative stencil patterns and I’ve used it several times now. Great product.
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